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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

The 'cachalotera' net device reduces toothfish lost to sperm whales by around 90 percent. The
fishing system used with this reduces seabird bycatch by 100 percent.

From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross,
MBE (Mighty Big Eater)

Well the squid season is almost over. They
say every season is different, and this one
has been exactly that! I have had the long
range scouts reporting during the season
and catches in 1T were poor and 6T
started late. Around 25% of those big steel
lunchboxes left our front yard early this
year because of the poor catch rates. We
are offaly lucky the squid price is very high,
somewhat compensating for the poor
catch rates or the flock might of had very
lean pickings.
Mabel and I are flat out feeding our “big ball
of fluff”. The chick is eating like there is no
tomorrow and we are both taking turns to
feed the “not-so-little blighter”! Won't be
long now and this breeding season will be
over and we can all get off this rock! What!
The list of names recorded as “missing in
action” on the HQ memorial wall is quite
short and the cousins seem pretty happy
with the breeding season, especially the
Sooties. Total captures were only half of
what they were last year, so that's offaly
good news! What! Seems there were
plenty of other feeds around so we did not
have to rely on vessels quite so heavely
this year.

Here’s a thought - my friends at SSS
(Southern Seabird Solutions) are running
the Seabird Safe Award again this year! All
good stuff! If you have done offally BIG and
good things for me and the cousins, you
should nominate yourself, or maybe better
nominate someone who’s helped us.
What!
More information about this in the next
Albert Times. I have to make sure though,
you put nominations in!
Send Amy Sinden at SSS an email:
info@southernseabirds.org

Chow,Albert

Trawling for new ideas

What is the next step forward from
the mitigation devices we're
currently using on deepwater
trawlers? How can we solve some
of the issues we still face in trawl
fisheries, or make existing
devices simpler or more effective?
Anyone thinking about this should
look at the new Mitigation
Pathway pages on the Southern
Seabird Solutions website.
The pages lay out the steps
involved and highlight some of the
possible pitfalls and hoops you
might encounter in developing the
next great trawl mitigation idea.
They will also be equally useful if
you are working to make your
existing mitigation easier to use or
more effective.

“Fishermen are often the ones
who come up with these new
mitigation ideas”, says Southern
Seabird Solutions convenor
Janice Molloy. “In taking an idea
from a thought to a finished
product, there are some important
things to think about. These
mitigation pathway pages have

b e e n d e v e l o p e d t o h e l p
fishermen and others through this
process.”

Janice says sometimes the
solution to a seabird problem is
intertwined with solving another
fishing-related issue, or comes
from another fishery.

This happened recently in the
Chilean toothfish longline fleet,
where fishermen wanted to stop
sperm whales eating their catch.
Inshore fishermen there already
had a solution. Using short main
lines (2000 metres), with multiple
9 metre droplines off the main line
meant they could set short lines
that can be hauled quickly
(reducing the impact of sperm
whales on their catch), while still
letting them put a lot of hooks in
the water. Each of these droplines
ended with a heavy weight, which
quickly dragged the hooks out of
reach of seabirds.

Fishermen in Chile's industrial
toothfish fleet worked with
seabird mitigation researcher
Carlos Moreno to adapt the

http://www.southernseabirds.org


inshore longline system to their
fishery. Using this, along with the
‘Cachalotera' net device they
developed, they reduced fish lost to
whales by around 90 percent and
incidental seabird captures by 100
percent.
“Fishermen are often the ones with the
ideas,” Janice says. “We want to help
them turn these ideas in to reality
giving them a few steps and processes
and people to involve to help them do
this. That's what the mitigation
pathway is all about.”
So get your thinking caps on and go
visit

You know the old saying “it's not how
big it is, it's how you use it”? Well that
could just as well apply to mitigation
devices! Mitigation devices are
pretty basic pieces of engineering
and have remained most ly
unchanged for years.
The Japanese bluef in tuna
fishermen, who recognised that
keeping birds off the baits was in
their own economic interest, first
developed the tori line.
Mitigation devices should be
managed and operated like your
fishing gear; changes/modifications
are needed to suit the level of risk to
seabirds and fishing depending on
the environmental conditions.
Here are a few basic principles for
seabird scaring devices:
- adjust your device to suit the
conditions and minimise the risk of
captures and;
- carry 2 different types of devices
that work under different conditions
(one should be a Tori line), this gives
you more options to reduce the risk
of captures.

- They must be positioned well
above and well outside of each warp

You need to be able to
adjust the tori line inboard and

outboard of the warp as wind, tide and
the vessel turning changes the angle
of the warp. You can only do this if you
can have the tori line fitted with a
boom bridle system, so you can
adjust the tori line to cover outside the
warp.

paired streamers need to
be qu i te heavy f luo rescen t
rubber/plastic tube material (red,
yellow, orange and pink is all that’s
allowd in NZ), something that won't
“blow around” and will hang down to
the water surface even in a bit of wind.
Try heavier 6 to 8 mm streamers.

You need a good drag weight
(something that will hold the
backbone tight and steady over the
warp).
Awindy buoy, is not ideal as it catches
too much wind and bounces all over
the place. Try an old, long piece of
mooring rope, a road cone or a
300/400 mm heavy trawl float with
netting around it to protect it.

Check streamers
regularly and carry spare parts and/or
a complete spare streamer line.

The Southern Seabird Solutions mitigation
pathways project is proudly sponsored by
Sanford Ltd, Solander Seafoods and Te Ohu
Kaimoana.

“It's how you use it”

The tori line (paired streamers)

Adjustment;

Streamers:

Drag:

Maintenance:

Ensure you comply with the 6th April Seabird
Scaring devices (ToriLine) Gazette 33 Notice
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WHICH COUSIN OF
MINE IS THIS?

They have a salt gland that is
situated above the nasal passage
and helps desalinate their bodies

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap
and the “Field Guide to New

Zealand Seabirds”

If you know the name of this bird then
email your answer, name, postal

address and date of publication to
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

The cousin of last month: Pintado
Petrel or Cape Pigeon

Congratulations to Greg Horler on
the Chathams, winner of the cap

and the book!

I now belong to a higher moral cult of
mortals, for I have seen the albatross
(Robert Cushman Murphy -1912)
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